Tokyo, Japan
About 10 hours from US and Europe.
The Venue
The University of Tokyo

Since 1877
Ito Research Center @ UTokyo
The maximum capacity is 500.

A room is prepared for babies and care-takers.
The Dates
May and June @ UTokyo
May and June @ UTokyo

The red gate is 191 years old.
May and June @ UTokyo

/k o i/ = 鯉(carp)
/k o i/ = 恋(love)
Core Members of the Committee
Nobuaki Minematu @ UTokyo

Mariko Kondo @ Waseda Univ.

Takayuki Arai @ Sophia Univ.

Ryoko Hayashi @ Kobe Univ.

Nigel Ward @ UTexas
Supporting Associations
The acoustical society of Japan

Phonetic society of Japan

The Japan society of logopedics and phoniatrics

+ more.
A Tentative Special Session
Possibility of Happy Marriage

- science
- technology
- glass box
- black box
- interpretation
- performance
- knowledge
- end-to-end
Possibility of Happy Marriage
Expected Satellites
June regular meeting of PSJ

Joint workshop of SLP and MUS of IPSJ

Symposium of non-native prosody

OJAD tutorial workshop

Tonal aspects of languages + more.
Tokyo Has
Universities and Research Institutes

Tokyo has 137 universities or colleges (12: national, 2: prefectural, 123: private).
Universities and Research Institutes
A Long History and Tradition

Since 1889
Since 941
Since 712
Since 1958
Since 1393
Pop Culture
One More Thing
!! Vote for Tokyo !!